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0 It is an honour and pleasure for ❑e to be with you here today, speaking on
behalf of UNICEF’s Executive Director, Mr. James P. Grant. Regrettably, he
had to be in South Asia for the inauguration of our new regional office in
Kstbmandu, and for meetings with government leaders, including three heads of
atate. But Jim specifically aaked ❑e to tell you how highly he values WONCA
as a partner in what we at UNICEF call the Grand Alliance for Children. Your
organization is making a significant contribution to long-term efforts to
strengthen primary health care systems -- and improve fsmily and community
well-being -- around the world. We warmly congratulate you for all the superb
work you are doing and urge you to redouble your efforts in this most
challengingdecade of the 1990a.

We are 1iving through a special time. The year 2000 is fast approaching
with all ita weighty symbolism aa a divide between paat and future --,
beckoning and daring us to make the new millennium, the 21at century, a new’
beginning for humankind. We have an opportunity, over the remaining years of
the 20th century, to redress many of the injustices and tackle many of the
problems which have long vexad and diminished us, and which today call into
question not only our quality of life, but our very survival.
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0 The end of the Cold War, among other recent, epoch-making developments,
has opened new possibilities. But will we truly “seize the day”? Will we
replace the East-West conflict with global co-operation,or will a North-South
— a rich world-poor world -- conflict emerge to hold us back from the quantum
leaps of progrees that could otherwise be made? Wil1 we have the courage and
vision to beat our awnrds into ploughsharesof human development, and use them
to eradicate the poverty that condemns one billion among us to half-lives of
deprivation and explosive resentment? Will we act decisively to end the
apartheid of gender, just as we have begun to end the apartheid of race? Will
we act in time to halt and reverse the degradation of our natural
environment? Will we use the excellent tools and knowledge provided ua by
modern science to improve the lives, not just of the privileged, but of
everyone, as we are now capable of doing?

These are some of the burning questions of our times. Although many of
them may seem far-removed from your daily practices, the truth is that the
issues and realities they describe are shaping the environment in which you
work every day. They simply cannot be resolved without ~ involvement,
without a change in awareness and the participation of vast numbers of people
1ike yourselves: the compassionate,knowledgeable“do-ers” of society. For now
more than ever, effective democratic participation & people — and the
accountability of governments Q people — will be needed to establish a new
and more meaningful world order.

o As we roll up our sleeves to tackle the many challenges of the 1990s, a
quick look backwards ❑ight be useful. The postwar period saw rapid social and
economic progress throughout the industrial world, and mat of the developing
world made significant social gains in the 1960s and 1970s. Progress for the
most part then stalled in the 1980s due to the prolonged economic recession --
the longest since the 1930s -- blocking advancea in most of the developing
countries and alnwing growth in the industrial economies.

Ewing the “lost development decade” of the 1980s, per capita income
dropped more then 10 per cent in Latin America and sub-Sahsran Africa. Under
the impact of the debt crisis, the flow of resources from rich to ponr nationa
was reversed and by the latter half nf the decade, billions of dollars were
going from the developing to the industrialized countries every year.
Structural adjustment progrsnxnes adopted as a kind of “shock therapy” for
ai1ing econnmies led to sharp reductions in public social expenditures,
especially In health and education. This left Uganda in 1989 with less than
17 per cent nf the health sector budget it had in 1970, and Tanzania’s health
spending dropped 30 per cent between 1980-85 — to cite just two examples.

The deterioration of health and education infrestructures, combined with
cutbacks nr eliminating of government food subsidies and other family support
payments, hit the mast vulnerable — the poor, women and children — the
hardest. Referring tn the terrible toll of the crisis on children,
then-President of Tanzania Julius Nyerere aaked: “MISt our children pay nur
debta with their lives?” It was to precisely to spare the children -- and the
pnnr in general -- that UNICEF issued its urgent call, in the mid-1980s, for
IIadjustmentwith a h-n facet!,for measures to Protect the most ~lnerable

● during the development process.
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● The distribution of suffering was unequal on a global scale as well: while
only one of 28 industrialized countries registered negative economic growth
rates over the decade, 49 out of 86 developing countries saw their economies
shrink. Nevertheless, the crisis also left its mark on the industrial world,
where disparities between rich and poor increased in almost every country;
unemployment remained high; severe cutbacks in government social progrsmmes
were instituted; hopelessness, drug abuse and crime soared; and the cost of
medical care skyrocketed.

With all the changes that have taken place over the paat few years, the
1990s represent a “window of opportunity” for resuming and accelerating the
pace of progress that dropped off in the 1980a. It is useful, when looking at
the formidable list of items on the world’s pending social agenda, to see how
far we have come already:

* Thirty years ago, the average under-5 mortality in the world was 200 per
1,000 live births. Since 1960, the global child mortality rate has fallen
by 50 per cent, to 100. The infant mortality rate has also been
approximately halved in that period, down from 130 to 70. This means that
this year, some 16 million children will live who would have otherwise
died, if the child death rates of 1960 still prevailed.

* In 1960, average life expectancy in the world was 52 years. Today,
global life expectancy now averages 65. In 25 developing countries, it is

●
above 70 years.

What these figures do not tell us, however, is the fact that the ~ of
progress is graater in the developing countries than it is in the industrial
world — in other words, the gap between the rich and poor world is narrowing
on a number of social fronts. For example: Africa, the least-developed
continent, nevertheless had an improvement of 12 years in life expectancy
between 1960 and 1990, while North America gained only six years, half as
many. Moreover, a look at the rates of decline in child martality reveals
that decline accelerates as rates fall. In countries with very high child
mortality — over 140 per 1,000 live births -- the rate of decline in under-5
mortality is about 2 per cent per year; it increases to 3 per cent per year in
countries with child mortality rates between 70 and 140, ‘and speeds up to
nearly 4 per cent when child mortality ratea are between 20 and 70, and to
more than 4 per cent per year when they drop below 20. In other words, there
ia a dynamic of progress that tends to accelerate over time, gaining momentum
aa earlier gains accumulate.

Also significant is the synergism at work bahind the numbers. One would
think that the child health revolution that has made these advances possible
would have a destabilizing effect on population. The opposite turns out to be
true. Birth ratea fall most rapidly when child mortality rates are low.
Parents tend to have smeller families when they become confident their first
children will survive. The “extra” children who are living today because of
the deaths we have averted are now outnumbered by the children who were QQ
~ due to declining fertility ratea. Today, the population of the world

●
would be greater by about 150 million if 1960 birth and death ratea still
prevailed. Along with family planning, female education and economic
development, efforts to ensure child survival are helping to slow population
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● growth and reduce stress on our overburdened environment. This needs to be
coumuoicated -- urgently -- to those whose justifiable concern about
overpopulation and the environment leads them to the unjustifiable (and, I
must say, immoral) conclusion that we must withhold =terventions such as
immunization and oral dehydration therapy that are saving child lives on a
massive scale. This is bad demographics and bad ethics.

Where significant improvements in child survival have taken place, they
almst invariably reflect gains made in women’s education, improvements in
access to and delivery of health services -- including oral dehydration
therapy and vaccination -- and successful family planning programmed. Modern
science and medicine have placed at our disposal low-cost technologies and
knowledge needed to ensure health for al1 by the year 2000 through primary
health care — that goal endorsed by WSO and UNICEF at Alma Ata in 1978. And
the remarkable communicantions revolution of recent decades has given us the
means to disseminate awarenesa of, and atimulate demand for, these advances in
virtually every corner of the globe. To paraphrase the historian Arnold
Toynbee, ours is the first generation in history that can dare to dream of
extending the benefits of modem civilization to all, rather than just to rich
countries or elites within countries.

Well, it is no longer a dream, as the trends I have cited indicate. The
greatest proof we have to date of what can be accomplished came last year,
when the heads nf

O ~~t~Y-Genera~

UNICEF and WSO certified to the United Nations
attainment of universal child invounization. By the end of

he world had achieved the goal, set five years before, of immunizing 80
per ‘cent of the world’s under one year olds againat the six major child
killing and crippling diseases. That’a more than 100 ❑illion infants being
vaccinated at leaat five times during their first year of life...some half a
billion contacts between families and health delivery systems. Anyone even
vaguely familiar with the difficult conditions prevailing in most Third World
countries will appreciate the accomplishment of immunizing four out of every
five babies before their first birthday, a feat which involves keeping
vaccines constantly cold while being transported over rugged terrain to remote
jungle villages and mountain hamlets, and ensuring that the population is
receptive tn immunization when you get there. Since the acceleration of the
Expanded Programme on Iumnmization in 1985, some 15 ❑illion lives have been
saved -– three million last year alone -– and a similar number of life–long
disabilities have been prevented. In country after country, primary health
care aysternshave been strengthened and extended thanks to the immunization
effort -- an effort in which the entire fabric of society becomes mobilized,
from presidents sad prime ministers to local communities, health ministries to
mthera, through radio and television as well as village schoolteachers and
religious leaders. Now an array nf additional interventions are being
“piggy-backed” on the EPI infrastructure, from vitamin A tablets to prevent
child deaths and blindness, to anti-tetanus vaccinations and breastfeeding
support for mothers, to “safe-sex” and family planning information.

It was the impending success of the immunization effort, more than
anything else, that gave the world’s leading physicians, public health experts

● - ti 19~5+9
snd humanitarian agencies of the United Nations system the confidence to set

— new targets in the health for all effort. These targets for
radically improving the health and well-being of children and mnthers by the
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,. ye= 2000 could have remained in the realm of wishful-thinking-- the aad fate
of many internationally-setgoals. But by happy coincidence, the development
of a detailed, do-able agenda for children came just as the Cold War was
ending and the international community waa seeking new modes of global
co-operation to tackle social problems long relegated to the “back burner” of
international priorities.

In this propitious atmosphere, two major breakthroughs took place -- both
of them in 1990. First, the Convention on the Rights of the Child -- that
“Magna Carta”, that “Bill of Rights” for children which had languished in
draft form for a decade in UN committees — was approved by the General
Assembly of the United Nations, going into force as international law in
September 1990. To date, 115 nations have embraced it as the law of the
land. The Convention converts children’s needs (inclodingthe need for health
care) into _ — a truly astounding ethical advance for humankind! Now we
must push for ratification of the Convention where it has not yet been
ratified (the United States, for example, where the initial step of signing
has not even been taken); and we must push for compliance with ita provisions
where it has already been ratified.

The second great breakthrough of 1990 was the World Summit for Children.
As you will recall, it was the first global summit ever held, the first time
the leadera of East and West, North and South ❑et to discuss anything -- and,
significantly, they chose the subject of children for their deliberations.
They agreed on a principle that,● fundamental

if fully implemented, would lead to a
shift in priorities worldwide: the principle that children’s

essential needs should be given a “first call” on society’s resources. This
essentially means that, whether times are good or bad, whether there ia war or
peace, things must be organized to ensure that all children get their baaic
needs met. What was unusual about the World Summit for Children is that the
heads of state and government were willing to go beyond lofty rhetorical
pronouncements and make commitmenta to meet a series of measurable goals
within a specific timeframe, with mechanisms put in place to monitor progress
along the way. I am attaching a list of. the 27 year 2000 gnals to the
distribution copy of my remarks, but auffice it to say here that they add up
to a comprehensive, ambitious but realistic agenda that nnt only could save
some 50 million young lives by decade’s end, but could radically improve the
quality of life for many millions more. Already some 120 countries — most of
them developing countries — have issued or are preparing to issue National
Progrsxnnesof Action (NPAa) to “keep the promises” made at the summit. Many
of the industrial countries have lagged in the preparation of their NPAa,
which is a special source of cnncem inasmuch as their Programmed of Actinn
are suppnsed to cover both their own children and development assistance
benefitting children in the developing cnuntries.

Whether or nnt they specifically cite the Convention or the World Summit
documents, the savvy office-holder or candidate knows that it’s good politics
-- and good economics, too -- to place children high on their agenda. Never
before have children’s issues figured sn prominently in the pnlitical life of
so many nations. Take the current presidential race in the United States, fnr

● example -- all the contenders, without exception, have been vying to be viewed
as the ❑ost pro-child.
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0 But because, in practice, the most serious problems facing children are
primarily the problems of the poor and the relatively powerless, the gap
between rhetoric and action remains large. You as fsmily physicians and
leaders in public health can contribute to bridging that gap. You can do it,
of course, on a one-to-one basis with your patients -- you already do that.
But you can also do it by continuing to speak out, using the influence you
have as respected authorities to shape the public debate on what tbe emerging
new world order should look like. You must not allow society to forget that a
quarter of a million children will die this week and next — 14 ❑illion this
year — and that more than half of them could be saved through timely
application of simple, low-cost technologies and knowledge. You must not
allow society to forget the stark disparities that currently doom a child in
the inner cities of London or Washington, D.C. to more than twice the risk of
dying before reaching his or her first birthday than a baby lucky enough to be
born in other parts of those ❑odern capital cities.

Iumsrsed as you are in your daily whirlwind of activity, you may not
realize the extent to which what you do seta the pace. The tools you have
developed, the experience you have gained over tbe years, have given the
potential to radically reduce child mortality and illness. Where they have
already been made, these gains must now be sustained; they must be extended to
the places where they have yet to reach. What you do in your own practices
has enormous influence.

What can you do to help keep the great promise of the World Summit for● Children?

* Take immunization, that basic tool of pediatrics. The achievements of
1990 cannot obscure the fact that coverage remains shockingly low in parts
of must countries. Many children in high coverage areas do not receive
the full cycle of immunizations by their first birthday. Coverage for
one-year-olds in Zimbabwe is higher than for two-year-olds in the United
States. Diseases such as measles, once nearly eradicated in developed
countries, are making comebacks. A re-connnitment to universal
immunization is needed. And you can help push for new and improved
vaccines so that we can have earlier injections, fewer injections, and
nmre antigens in those fewer injections.

* TO the extent that you promote the use of oral rehydration therapy in
your practices and in the hospitals with which you are affiliated, ORT
will gradually become part of the established household culture for
treating diarrhoea. Over three ❑illion ynung lives could be saved each
year and countless others spared the pain of IV therapy.
dollars

Millions of
in unneeded IVS and antibiotics could be put to better use

educating and empowering families to treat diarrhoea themselves.

* The growth monitoring that is routine practice for all of you needs to
massively break into public health and the communities of the world.
Japan has jw t issued a new and improved version of its excellent boshi
w, which permits tracking of the individual child’s health from
prenatal days to schonl-days, cnvering all snrts of vital indicators.

* To the extent that you take seriously the slogan “breast is best” and
help make your own practices and health institutions truly
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“baby-friendly”, breast-fceding can mske a dremstic come-back, with a
MSjor impact on the survival and development of children. Now, according
to the latest studies, you can even tell mothers they’11 be at much lower
risk for breast and uterine cancer, and their pre-term children will have
higher IQa — if they breast-feed. New beneficial properties of
breastmilk are being discovered all the time. It ia especially
encouraging, then, that infant-food msnufacturers have agreed to the goal
of stopping donationa of infant formula to maternity wards and hospitals
in the developing countries by the end of 1992, but msternity institutions
in both the industrial and developing world must adopt practices which
empower women to breast-feed their babies and avoid dependence on
less-nutritious prepared formulaa. That is why WEO and UNICEF launched
the Baby-friendly Hospital Initiative earlier this year. You can 1ink up
with this effort by helping see to it that the hospitals and matenity
centres in your area adopt the “Ten Steps to Successful Breast-feeding”
which I‘ve attached to the distribution copy of this speech. My
colleague, Janet Nelson, will be explaining the Initiative in a workshop
later today and will suggest ways each of you and WONCA can get involved.

* As family physicians, you are in an excellent position to educate
parents and children in self-health and prevention. You can become the
firat line of defense againat the so-called “life-style diseases” or the
“diseasesof affluence” which are now wreaking havoc on health systems in
industrial and developing countries alike. Couldn’t each of you find waya

● .

to combine your private practices with co-ity-based public health
service to reach the unreached? Just two weeks ago, the Nsyor of New York
announced creation of 20 new community health centers to serve the poor
with “a family-doctor approach”. Mayor Dinkins aaid ~ children deserve
a doctor who knows their nsme.

* I mentioned the Natioml Progranmes of Action a few minutes ago. Each
one of you, when you return to your country after this conference, should
inquire about the status nf your government’a NPA to implement the goals
of the World Stxmnitfor Children. where they have not yet been drafted,
you end the profeaaional organizations to which you belong can lobby for
the approval of solid NPAs and for their rigorous application where they
have been issued.

* Final1y, you can encourage more young doctors to take the fsmily- and
primary care path. After decades of specialization and
micre-specialization,there seems to be a gradual return to primary care
amoes medical school graduates. Primsry care msy be a less lucrative
field,but the rewarda of being of service are, aa you know, many.

So there ia a role for each and every one of ua, in our own daily spheres
of activity and aa advocates for children and human development. In closing,
I would like to throw out a challenge to WONCA as an organization. In
addition to the vital work you are doing in so msny countries, would it not
also be possible for you to “adopt” a country, a region or sub–region of the
developing wnrld with the objective of helping upgrade the health system

● within a specific time-frame? I have no dnubt that after five or six years of
concentrated efforts, your support will have made a visible difference and
that cnuntry or region will be in a better position to ❑eet its OWTIhealth
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needs. Should this proposal interest you, UWICEF stands ready to help
identify potential beneficiaries and work with you on needs assessments and
monitoring of progress along the way. We could greatly intensify our
collaborationand partnership this way.

But whatever you think of this idea, your continued leadership is needed
in the 1990s if we are to be prepared to meet the new challenges of the 21st
century. The children -- our children — are counting on us.
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Tensteps to successful breast-feeding
Every facility providing maternity services and care for newborn infants
should:

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10,

Have a written breast-feeding policy that is routinely
communicated to aLlhealth care staff.

Train all health care staff in skills necessary to impiement this
policy.

Inform all pregnant women about the benefits and management
of breast-feeding.

Help mothers initiate breast-feeding within a half-hour of birth.

Show mothers how to breast-feed, and how to maintain
lactation even if they should be separated from their infants.

Give newborn infants no food or drink other than breast milk,
unless vzeaicaiiy indicated.

Practise rooming-in – allow mothers and infants to remain
together – 24 hours a day

Encourage breast-feeding on demand.

Give no artificial teats or pacifiers (also called dummies or
soothers) to breast-feeding infants.

Foster the establishment of breast-feeding support groups and
refer mothers to them on &charge from the hospital or clinic.

FronuProtecting,Promotingand Supporting Brext.feedm& The Special Roie of Maternity Services
A Joint WHOIUNICEF .$taternen(

hb]!S-.ti bv tie WorldH~~ oreon, 1211 Geneva 27. Swnzedami
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